
Service experiences are an important factor in helping kids’ faith stick. And that’s 
what we want! Children who grow into teenagers and become adults with strong, lasting 

faith. So we’ve teamed up with the Sticky Faith Initiative to create Family Trips that 
deepen kids’ faith and strengthen family relationships. These trips feature…

Flexible schedules and supportive staff  •  Hands-on service that kids and adults can do side-by-side

Interactive devotionals tailored to families  •  A meaningful context for families to talk about faith together

Who: Families! All ages are welcome, babies to grandparents!

Cost: Includes on-site leadership from YW staff, program materials, food, lodging, supplies, etc. 

Length: Trips are 4 days and 3 nights (Sun PM – Wed AM OR Thurs PM – Sun AM)
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SAMPLE SCHEDULE 

7:15-8:45 Breakfast Buffet and Building Cleanup

8:45-10:00 Morning Family Gathering and Parents Meeting

10:00-3:30 Service Projects and Lunch

3:30-5:00 Showers / Free Time

5:00-6:15 Dinner and Cleanup

6:15-7:00 Evening Family Gathering

7:00 Bedtime / Optional Evening Activities

YOUTHWORKS FAMILY TRIPS OVERVIEW

QUICK 
FACTS



Q: How does YouthWorks define “Family”?

A: Our Family Trips are geared toward family units 
(generally including one or two adults and a few kids) for 
daily devos, service and processing. We’ve hosted moms 
and dads with their kids, parent/child groups, grandparents 
with their grandchildren, etc.  If you are unsure whether your 
group fits, just ask!

Q: What does the program look like on Family Trips?

A: YouthWorks partners with Fuller Youth Institute, creators 
of Sticky Faith, to develop our Family Trip program. The 
program is based on Fuller’s comprehensive research into 
best practices within churches and families that can help set 
kids on a trajectory of lifelong faith and service. 

Parents receive: 
þ A copy of Sticky Faith
þ A Parents’ Guidebook – activities for processing the 

mission experience before, during and after
þ Guided Morning Family Gatherings (Devos) and 

Evening Family Gatherings (including intentional 
Family Processing Time)

Q: What types of service will my family be able to do?

A: We’ve found the most meaningful projects for families 
focus primarily on relationships. With that in mind, our 
Family Trips have been designed to accommodate all 
ages, which include a wide range of skills and abilities. 
Your YouthWorks staff will connect your family with service 
opportunities that best suit you.

Examples of potential service projects include: Visiting 
the elderly at a nursing home, packing food at the local 
food bank, community kids programming, or engaging in 
community beautification projects. 

Q: What are the sleeping arrangements?

A: You will be staying in a church during your Family 
Trip. Plan to bring your own bedding/sleeping bag and 
an air mattress for sleeping. Every site will have as many 
semi-private family sleeping rooms available as possible. 
In some situations, we may have to create larger male and 
female sleeping rooms. In these situations, priority for family 
sleeping rooms will be given to families with young children.

Q: What will we eat?

A: Our staff will facilitate meal preparation with the help of you 
and your family members. With each meal we provide a variety 
of family-friendly options. At our Family Sites the menu is likely 
to include cereal and waffles for breakfast, sandwiches for 
lunch and pasta or a grill out with a salad bar for dinner.
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